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Former: Wooster students, on trial

McCutcheon, Holmes face extortion charges
--

call from

East North
Street, Wooster, demanding four
hours of radio air time to express the callers' political views,
and threatening to kill a hostage
if the demand was not. granted.
The radio station contacted
the office of Wooster Maor Roy
Stype, and later the FBI. By
late morning the entire Wooster
police department and as many
as 30 FBI agents were working
on the case In Wooster.
" The three persons barricaded
themselves in an upstairs apartment and policemen gathered

Alleged
extortionists Gwen
McCutcheon and Carol Holmes,
former College of Wooster students, Larry Napoleon Cooper,
Wooster, face federal charges
of extortion stemming from an
incident on" Mirch 16 when the
three allegedly said they would
.

kill a hostage.
U.S. Magistrate John Ergazos,
in a preliminary hearing March
25, ordered the three to appear
before a federal grand jury in
Cleveland District Court.
morning,
Early- - Saturday
March 16, radio station W ABC

--

I Whosoever
soever now, Anonda, or I

after my departure, shall be
limself his
to nimseii
nis own light, J
I his own refuge, and seek no I
other refuge .
r

337-1-

2

--

"

1

over an open phone line with
WABC in New. York for several
hours. The station agreed to
tape a discussion between Cooper and a panel of experts in
economics, constitutional law
and psychology, as Cooper demanded, and to broadcast it in
segments if the hostage was
The taping
freed unharmed.
actually was started at about 1
p.m. Saturday, but no portions
of the tape were heard on the

In New York received a phone

by Bill Henley

-

while

air.

i

After the taping began, Cooper
demanded that an FBI agent and .
a representative of the news
media appear and Identify them

Larry Cooper negotiated

where, probably to a Federal Jail.

selves in front of the North Street
house. At about 3 p.m. this was
'
done, and the three persons came
out of the apartment and surrendered to FBI agents. There was
no hostage.
After being advised of their
rights and questioned at the Wooster police department, the three
alleged extortionists were sent

The court appointed attorney
Daniel Jennett to represent
Cooper, and Donald C. Stelner
as counsel for McCutcheon.
Holmes retained her own lawyer.
William Wendell. At the March
25th hearing the attorneys moved
that the cases be dismissed on
the grounds that no wrongdoing
or willful Intent to extort had
been shown by the state and that
no hostage had existed, but Judge
Ergazos overruled the motion.

to Canton, and remanded by Judge

Ergazos to the Stark County Jail.
Bond was set at $100,000 for each
defendent, but Carol Holmes was
released on March 29 on a $10,000
deposit. According to campus
chaplain, J. Barrte Shepherd, the
others have been moved else

continued on page five
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Cesar Chavez here at Woo,
explains boycott position

1

by Richard B. Kielbowlcz
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Cesar Chavez, head of the
United Farm Workers of America (UFW), spoke here as part
of the national campaign to Inform- the people of the UFW's
lettuce, grape and Gallo wine
boycott."
The boycott, Chavez explained,
is intended to pressure certain
growers into recognizing the
UFW as the organizing agent for
.

farm workers. A brief historical
sketch of the movement was then
presented.
California farm workers first
went on strike in September, 1965.
boyA grape and
cott was initiated, soon to be followed by a lettuce boycott. Both

? .

grape-produ-

continued

cts

until 1970 when the

growers relented and signed

t

I
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Cesar Chavez was here last Sunday to generate support for
the UFW grape, lettuce and Gallo wine boycott.

con-

tracts with the UFW.

Teamsters Union made a "sweet-'nea- rt '
ideal" H rflF Tlegr6wers;
The Teamsters, described by
Chavez as the "largest, wealthiest and most powerful union"
In the country, signed contracts
with the growers solely to displace the UFW.
He noted that this unexpected
twist was very frustrating, since
the farm workers thought in 1970
that they had finally secured
recognition for their union.
The Teamsters, Chavez' continued, have reverted to an older,
Inferior method of organizing
Using farm worker
workers.
brokers who recontracters
the Teamsters
workers
cruit

undermined the laborer's position with the grower. This
Intermediary, Chavez elaborated, receives a portion of the
worker's salary simply for arranging employment.
Chavez said that the UFW's
hiring methods treat the farm
.

contract exTheir
pired in April, 1973 and "without
warning," Chavez said, "the
three-ye- ar

CAGE construction ordered stopped
by Jeff Adair

.

Further construction of The
Cage has been ordered stopped
Planning and Building Standards
until building plans have been
submitted and approvedby the
department. An inspector ruled
on April 2 that the
pub, originally scheduled to open
tonight, is a flretrap and does
not meet certain safety standon-cam-

ards.

'

.

According to a
.

pus

.

.

report filed

by the Inspector at the Duuaing
standards office in the Municipal

Building, the College was In violation of 11 Ohio Building Code
rules and one Wooster building
ordinance during remodeling.
Tom M filter, spokesman for
The Cage, said he had no idea
when the pub will now be able
to open, but Is optimistic about
opening this quarter. He said
the group used most of their
funds to remodel the Klttredge
basement area. The building
standards office has suggested
alternatives to help the Cage meet
safety standards.
"The College should have applied for a building permit for
reconstruction as required by
.

law," said Stanley M. Levers
of the Division of Building

Stan-

dards. "If they had, we

would

have been able to watch construction all along, thus avoiding any

with 0
On a scale from
as fireproof and 200 as very
combustible, Levers said that
Class C Is material ranking fro.n
51 to 75, or slow burning.
The
barn siding used is rated between
0-2-

00

safety violations."
103 and 200.
Levers added since The Cage
Melter and Levers met last
being converted .from a storage week to consider ways to elimfacility to a place of assembly, inate the various fire hazards.
a building permit was required The "three main ideas were to
before remodeling started.
treat" the barn siding wood with
The main construction violaa material to help it meet "Class
tions were for fire hazards. C regulations, installation of a
Levers said that barn siding, sprinkler system, or tearing
used as paneling throughout the down completed construction and
facility, does not meet Class C
Underwriters Laboratories fire continued on page four
safety standards.

"

worker more equitably than the
Teamsters." "They "eliminate the
middleman by having the

grow-

ers hire workers, on the .basis

of seniority, at the UFW union

hall.

Claiming that the UFW was
not directing Its efforts against
the "family farmers," Chavez
cited the corporate farmers as
the target of the strikes and boycotts. Agriculture Is California's largest Industry, a six billion dollar business, providing
one of every three Jobs In the
state. Chavez defined a corporate farmer as one cultivating
and In
acres;
response to questioning, he
named four of the largest land
holders in the state: Southern
Pacific Railroad, Prudential Life
Insurance Company, Tennessee
Gas Company and the Los
Angeles Times Company.
The small grower in California
Is being thrown off the land at
an alarming rate, Chavez maintains, and If the pace continues,
there will be no small farms in
the state In ten to 15 years.
Chavez pointed to the Irony
of the farm worker's plight, saying they produce, but have little
for themselves. "A spirit of
justice
that's what the boycott
is about," Chavez added.
"We are not asking anything
special of the growers," Chavez
said, Just the right to determine
00

10,000-100,0-

"

unions."

.

Chavez Insists the UFW movestressing
ment is
that boycotting is a means of
economic leverage. But he described last summer as the "longnon-viole- nt,

est, bloodiest" so far.

continued on page four
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Course time: Blow much is to
B"Jou Hamlin

one-thi-

other departments. Several
science students admtt having a
"martyr complex." Regardless
of hearsay concerning departments' academic expectations,
one thing Is clear: there Is a
definite lack of uniformity to
theory and to practice as to what
a course at Wooster shouli demand of a student's time.
rd
of a
How much Is
student's study time? Different
departments have different ansto
wers
this fundamental
question.
According
to Dr. William
Kleffer, chemistry department
chairman, the average chemistry
course requires a minim vm of
seventeen hours a week of class,
laboratory and study .Ime. Another chemistry professor, Dr.
Theodore Williams, expects students to put to "about twenty
hours per week." Several chemistry stuiin(3 from different
courses say on the average. Dr.
one-thi-

-

Williams gives a

realistic

geology courses. It varies from

per week of a student's time per standards arent as high, it
course. ' 'I give a fair amount of wouldn't be fair to our students,"
work; but I know that to history - added Wise.
to general, and to my oara
"The requirements of a course
courses,' we give very few C's. aren't as Important as the opB Is not hard to get, although an portunities for learning Oat are

The
French department
expects about two hours of outside work for every hour to
class, according to several professors. In a course with seven
class hours, the student is expected to spend about twenty
hours of class, laboratory and
study time. According to a poll
taken of one third level course,
students end up spending twenty
hours.
David Wilkin, French department chairman, said, "Our upper
level reading courses require
only about fifteen hours a week
.

pretty hard to come by.
Several history majors felt they
could do fairly wen to the average
history course by putting to ten
to thirteen hours of ttme per
week.
Copeland said the difference to
time expectations Is a reality.
"There will always be some
courses that are harder for some
students than for others. It
total."
Isn't so much the time as it is
Even within departments, exThe speech the nature of the subjects."
pectations vary.
"The present course system
department, according to chairman Win Logan, "assumes the was set up with the guarantee
college norm is fifteen hours per that no single course would rerd
of
week per course. But we know quire more than
there Is a certain amount of var- the student's study time.. If
iance from this norm. Still, we some departments are violating
try to stick to fifteen hours." this, then the student can't spend
Several speech majors felt that as much time on his other two
courses," said Stroup.
although one or two courses reAccording to Wilkin, "I have
quired more time, the average
coarse required about ten hours had students tell me they have
of class per week, maybe a little had to spend as much time on
more. This Is half the amount their French course as on their
that some other courses demand. . other two courses combined.
The history department has the Either I'm- asking too much, or
most majors of any department; the other courses are .just too
easy."
on campus. One professor, Rob"We can't lower our standards
ert Walcott, goes by the traditional formula of fifteen hours just because other departments'
A Is

"

one-thi-

.

.

.

-

.

-

--

r

.

course to course," she said.
Part of the varying time expectation between departments
could stem from the lack of a
clear policy as to what amount
offered," said Logan.
of time a course should require.
These remarks do not change
"One course under the present
the fact that course demands vary course system is equal to 3.5
greatly.
semester hour credits. The
The average course to biology official definition at a - course
rd
Involves about fifteen hours a .la that which takes up
' week of
class, laboratory and of a student's total study time,"
study time," says Dr. Donald
aid Henry Copeland, associate
Wise, chairman of the biology dean of the College.
or
department.
There Is no clear definition of
"Our
courses require less time."
what a student's study time should
Several ' biology majors feel be.
that more time Is expected of
Atlee Stroup, sociology departthem. One senior major gave ment chairman, said, "An old
a typical response saying, "To assumption, built Into Wooster
do fairly well, you end up spendfor years, Is that students should
ing about twenty hours a week be expected to spend, forty-fiv- e
;
hours per week total on their
total."- to
Dr. Richard Osgood, chairman courses. For every-.noui- r
of tiie geology department, estiClass, he should be" spending two
mates "a student Is required to hours to preparation. Our'de-partme- nt
spend about fifteen hours a week
feels It has a right to
of class and outside work on our; fifteen hours per . week of a stuaverage course. I doubt many dent's time, and no more."
students go over that limit."
Geology students have given
If fifteen hours per week Is
varying responses to course time the "accepted" college norm,
expectations.
One major felt certain departments don't seem
to .certain courses she spent ten to realize it. There will always
hours a week total,' to others as be students who will spend more
much as seventeen. "If s hard time on certain courses,
for
to estimate the time factor to varying reasons.
one-thi-

non-maj-

.

"

.

In theory, a College of Woos-t- er
course should consume
rd
of a student's study
time. However to practice,
courses take up a varying amount
of a student's time.
Some departments, particularly the natural sciences, require
more time to their courses than

)

Tense? Check out your mind!

i."-v-

five implies that perhaps
Wooster is too nerve-rackifor student Wooster-iet- s.

weather tension, and ten- CONTROL is called the
"alpha level". It is the
sion about tension.
What to do?
state of consciousness be"Goals which Indicate
Some of the
Rather than clogging the
new emphases:
of
symptoms
increased
of our resident psyprograms
office
Provide
tween waking and sleeping,
5.
seen
can
be
the
in
tension
chologist, perhaps some often thought to be the most
which help students learn
rise in use and abuse of more general measures potentially creative state
to live with tension."
alcohol as well as assortcan be made available.
of mind.
"The Imperatives of
bitching by fellow classed
One such measure might
Mind opening examples
the Future: Goals and
mates about "heaps of be SILVA MIND CONT ROL. given by the sponsors of
Values for the College of
homework" to be comSILVA MIND CONTROL
Wooster."
this process include relatpleted, and or "wheelbar
gets its name from Jose ing die phrase 'Til sleep
rels full of books" to be Sllva who developed the on it" to the idea that one
One of the most basic
concept of lowering one's can more easily solve
read.
suggestions to emerge
Not. all the pressure Is brain waves to a level more
from die fall 1973
academic in nature. There conducive to concentration,
conference on the
are complaints concerning meditation, and perception. problems Just before drop"Goals and Values" of
parental
tension, sexual The level of brain waves ping down to delta level
College
hte
is stated above.
tension, racial tension, sought by SILVA MIND (sound sleep). SILVA MIND
"New emphasis" numbeT'
CONTROL advocates have
demonstrated their agility
everyat
thing from pulse rates to
toothaches to many skepMember of United States Press Association and
Published weekly during the academic yaar escept
tical
scientists who were
holidays and nomination periods by tha studants of ths Ohio Newspaper Association. Entered as second class
convinced
via brain scan
Collage of Woo star. Opinions expressed in editorials matter in the Poet- Office, Wooster, Ohio. Subscription
equlment
as
well as other
year.
par
year,
par
second
class;
19.00
are
of
and
not
necessarily
$6.00
the staff
and features
rates:
those
devices:
should not be construed as representing administration First Class.
"
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she saw the doctor, her
blood pressure was normal. "Not only that."
she told him, "but I can
make it higher and lower

at will."

"No, you can't," he said.

In silence he watched the

needle move up and down.
Then he sat down, In a
chair by his patient and
began to tell ner his prob"Combining the
lems."
Cosmic with the Conslcous
for Mind Control." by
Nancy Doherty SUNDAY
BULLETIN Feb. 10, 1974.

Maybe.
Miraculous?
The idea is that through a
few
"You

simple exercises:
too can achieve
process may

alpha." The

be simple but

it is

expen-

ek
sive, $175.00 for a
course, half price
However;
students.
"A woman in New York for
perhaps Wooster could
was suffering from chronic make arrangements,
as
high blood pressure. The SILVA MIND, CONTROL
doctor told her she would controllers r gave their
not last much longer unless course FREE OF CHARGE
she brought it down. It's to over 22,000 grammar
school students in
the
hard to relax with this Philadelphia area. Follow-u- p
hanging over your head, and
studies are in process
her condition persisted. to see If MIND CONTROL
Then, at a friend's urging, improves school work.

she took a week-locourse called SILVA MIND
CONTROL. The next time

one-we-

ng

.

continued on page three
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Muses' Haunt

Tdtim

surprises
tacular.

By Nlall Slater

.

was quite a surprise in my
opinion. Tatum O'Neal took the

THE STING was named Best
Picture of the year.. THE STING
is pure entertainment, a well-to- ld
and
tale.
It is quite intricately structured,
made engrossing by the facile
and charming characterizations
of not only' Paul Newman and
Robert Redford but also' such
fine character actors as Ray
Walston.
Accordingly,. George Roy Hill
won Best Director for THE

The outcome of this year's
Academy Awards was no small
surprise to me. I drew up a
six
list of predictions for dieceremajor awards before the
mony; I found I had called only
one correctly. I hasten to add
I was quite pleased to be proved
wrong in this case.
THE EXORCIST, despite a
projected $80 million plus gross
which would outdistance both
and
GONE WTTH THE WIND
THE GODFATHER, got almost
nowhere in the awards, while
a sweep for THE STING developed early in the evening. The
Academy seems to have shied
away from the storm of controversy generated by THE
EXORCIST. Also, the special
effects are the strong point of
the show. Neither the acting nor
the cinematography are so spec

well-photograp-

STING.

45-year- -old

award, despite the fact that Madeline Kahn was also nominated for
the same film, PAPER MOON.
Two performers from the same
film nearly always split the vote.
Also the Academy usually prefers to honor more established

hed

In the picture he

the
barrier between
supporting and leading players.
No winner of the Best Supporting
Actor Award (Lemmon won for
MR. ROBERTS in the 50's) ever
took Best Actor - until last week.
If s rather ironic that he won for
SAVE THE TIGER, a rambling
incoherent piece of middle-ag- ed
despair as far as anyone can tell.

artists.

This year's Best Actress was
Clenda Jackson for A TOUCH
OF CLASS. There was no clear
choice this year. The versatile
Ms. Jackson certainly was deserving of it, though her movie
has not been thunderously welcomed. .
The Best Actor also was a
startling choice.
One of the
New York papers opined that
Jack Lemmon had destroyed his
chances for the award by appearing outrageously inebriated at
the American Film Institute dinner honoring James Cagney. In
taking the award he also broke

dis-

played a nice command of the
308 film techniques svch as the
using them to give
iris fade-ou- t,

the period flavor.
The Best Supporting Actor was
me only one I hit correctly. John

Broadway
Houseman, a long-tiproducer and director making his
film debut as the formidable professor of contract law in THE
PAPER CHASE.
.
The Best Supporting Actress
me

...

When the celluloid had melted,
the score was: THE STING:7,

and THE EXORCIST: 2. At the
opening they stood tied with ten
nominations apiece.

The Academy also honored
Groucho Marx with a special
At 83, only he and
award.
Gum mo, who left the act in its
vaudeville days, survlve-Harp- o,
Chico, Zeppo, and Margaret Du-mare all gone. The Academy
had long neglected comedy and
occasionally attempts to make
up for It with such special awards.
Usually, as here, it is too little,
too late.

ont

Silva Mind Control
continued from peg two

Jose Silva does not claim

mat alpha levels can enable people to achieve superhuman feats. SILVA
MIND CONTROL Just opens
vmr twain tn what la nna.
slble, to your own personal
potential.

friend of mine who has
taken the course uses alpha
to program for finding
parking spaces inD.C. Another - has substituted
A

Perhaps there are better, more tested ways to
dealing with Wooster tension. Alpha is just one
suggestion.

Tense?

-

SILVA MIND CONTROLfor

ever-increas- ing

although

scientific

and

isolation,
we live with

marvels

remain secret.

I do not want to put down

-

MIND

If you like pool you will. love this course.
It will work miracles for you. It ia designed to teach
you how to become an expert at this fascinating game.
It will improve your game 200 or more. This course

olease. See if vour "other"
world is not touched by
me nopexui nonesiy put
forth. I am reaching out
and hope you will reach
out also.
One request I make, besides not turning me off
too soon. Should you dis
cover who I am, please
do not broadcast to others.
My heart is not in it to
be made a public spectacle.
I respect my right
to
privacy, as I respect
everyone's right. Public
mockery went put with
Rome's lions and Chris-

tians. Thank you. However, If you find out WHAT
I am, please let me know

immediately

MARRIED STUDENTS!
OPEN WED. 12 to 6
SAT. - SUN. 12 to 4

and

crowded suburbs.
1 do not wish to show
my intelligence through
these writings. I do not
wish to show my Ignorance,
either. Nor do X wish
glory and public prestige.
L certainly do not wish
anyone to laugh at me for
this. Thus, my name shall

SILVA

I

Deep-Thoug- ht

doom (impending?)

Irritable?
tonight

Forget Somlnex:

dope, claiming: "It's try
cheaper in the long run.

This series is being on paper some of my
thoughts that keep me up
created as a hopeful, helpMany of the
at night.
ful aide to our understanding of us. I lay in bed ideas are silly, many are
wondering if in any way, I ignorantly simple.
Yet,
might begin to help us at many are perplexing to me.
the College of Wooster. I assume other people are
perplexed
by
Nothing of fantastic signifisimilar
cance entered into my thoughts, andor different
mind, only tills. Thus, thoughts, and now we can
'begin communications
this was created.
through mis paper should
My goal is to make us, anyone write into the editor
me. aware. My goal is to to or about me. Hopefully
make us, me, aware we therefore, my articles will
are a community. My goal be stimulating.
God, I
is to use questions to hope so.
touch our "other" nature,
Some people will see
whatever the hell (orheav-e- n
this Is. And it is, for this column as a first-cla- ss
joke.
sure.
Please, do
My goal is to live a life
not. Read mis for awhile,
of freedom and spontaneity
world of
in a heavy-met- al

WOOSTER TOWERS
taking applications for 1, 2, and 3 Bedroom
Apartments with Range, Refrigerator & Disposal.
From $128 including utilities.
Now

FRANK KRAUSE INC. REALTOR
W. Market St. Akron, Ohio 44303

222

535-55- 51

'

JSthinJ UkiCJSall

.

262-72- 47

is designed for the beginner and the experienced players. It's designed for those of you who has a pool
table and those who don't. The course is in eight (8)
sessions all with illustrations and easy to follow
instructions. The eight (8) sessions are selecting your
cue, proper stance, stroke, straight in's, angles, rail
shots, bank shots, how to use english, drawing a ball,
how to break, patience, sportsmanship and much much
more... To my knowledge there has never been a complete course offered in this ever growing fascinating
game called pool. The complete course' is yours for
only $24.95.
Mail

to: BEHIND THE CUE BALL
.
Post Office Box 10308
Dallas, Texas 75207

copies of BEHIND
Please send me
a THE
CUE BALL at $24.95 each, I enclose
check or money order.

Please send me

copies of BEHIND

I am
THE CUE BALL at $24.95 each.
the
in
a
Latere sted in being distributor
area .
Please indicate the city, town, county or

state.

A

representative of BEHIND THE

CUE BALL will contact you within 15 days
after we receive your order to explain how
you as a distributor can increase your income
and have fun while doing it, with no investment except for the course you purchase
for yourself.

'
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' 74 pledge classes: 125 new section actives
.

by Corlnne Rudman
Approximately 125 men were
Inducted Into sections last week
after participating in the annual
HeIl Week. First, Fourth,Fifth,
Sixth, and Seventh Sections took
part In the activities wMsh began Monday evening, April 1, and
concluded as late as early Sunday
morning. Second Section also
had a week-loinduction period,
but it was don? by a different
procedure.
The week came as a climax to

achieved by. various
methods, Including verbal har- assment, physical and -- mental
stress, wnd sometimes emotional
goal was

stress.

.

7

:

pledging which began the last two
and a half weeks of winter quar- ter. . Then, men interested in
joining a section received pledge
books and attended various rush
functions In order to learn more
about the sections which they
were pledging. " Some pledges
also Joined active members in
doing work projects within the
community.
.
The philosophy
of Hell
Week," said one hell master,
ls to bring a motley group-o- f
individuals together and to mold
them Into a single group." - AH
hell masters worked on a
basis with a pledge. Such a

I

"

-

.

parties.

lowed the College Code of

For paying
penses, is a

day-to-d-

ex-

ay

PERSONAL aVcHECKINa ACCOUNT

They're the most economical and safest way to manage student budgets.
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ONE HOUR MARTINIZING

Jn A J4
ttooster's

Hour Cleaning
Until 4 p.m. Daily
Shirt Service Included
On

One Hour Cleaner's
1855 B
Hills Shopping Center
Next to Soars
Phone: 262.6651 Sot. - 8 a. a, to
,.
..A6 p.m.
Doily - 8 cm. to 8. .m
all-Coll-

ie
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the
as their bargaining
agent.
Charging that Chavez evaded
the. issue, the questioner then
asserted that the UFW has harassed and intimidated
farm workers. Chavez denied
this, replying that only the Team-

fields every year.

Chavez encouraged participation In the lettuce and grape
boycotts, suggesting avenues of
Involvement by not buying non- -.
UFW lettuce, grapes, or Gallo
wines, Including Boone's Farm
and Ripple. Additionally, avoid
purchasing any "insidious lettuce," including salads in restaurants, and on hamburgers
from McDonald's, Burger Chef,

non-UF- W

sters employed such tactics.

Explaining the popularity of
his cause on college campuses,
Chavez
hypoteslzed that the
lack of competing attention-grabbiIssues may account for the
substantial student support he
ng

or other similar shops.

receives.

About 400 people attended the
speech In Klttredge last Sunday
at 8 p.m. Chavez' appearance

qu?stlon-and-answ-

was

co-spons-

ored

Include:

three-quart-

non-combust-

ible

ers

Woo-st-

er

passages would be unsafe If a
fire broke out in the storage
rooms.
A flberboard wan covering
near the end of the bar must be
replaced rtth a Class C material.
Spaces between raised platforms of wood construction must
be completely closed off from the
room and they will not be used
for storage areas.
The report addd that fire
extinguishers approved by the
Wooster Fire Department must
be provided, exit signs will be
Installed, stairways to the outside will have handrails on both
sides, steps at the east exit door
m ust be Illuminated, and a water
fountain will be adjacent to the

Paneling has been Installed
much as two and a half feet
away from the original walls
possibly allowing for a fire to
start behind the walls. The
paneling is supposed to be no
more than one and
inches from a
surface to meet standards.
Storage rooms along exit
passages are only divided by wire
mesh screens or doors. Levers
said that unless a wall and doors
were installed by the linen room
and other storage areas, the area.
as- -

by the

Peoples' Party and Lowry
Center Board. '

GAGE violations
continued from page one
. starting over.
Other safety violations found
in The Cage by the Inspector

--

UFW

elim-M0R-

Bi

mwm

lnatlng freedom .of choice for

Chavez was challenged once,
er
during the
D forum following his speech. The
D UFW leader was asked whether
the boycott coerced the growers
D into hiring
only UFW labor,
E
D
ON

S'A

.

both the employer and employee.
Chavez responded that, when the
issue was put to a vote, the farm
workers overwhelmingly favored

nce

them to "our side."
Child labor is still used ex- tensively on farms In the U.S.,
Chavez reported, with 800,000
children under 12 working in the

D

7

Come on down We'll be

B

1
D

to

11:00 -- 10:00 Weekdays
11:00 -- 11 :00 Friday & Saturday

Q

C3lZUC3

D

non-viole-

:

Con-

duct but also a vast number of
guidelines as set up by the Inter- Section Council.
In addition,
observer teams made up of administration, faculty, and student
members with at least three
members in each team watched
each Section's activities. If any
violations to the guidelines were
discovered, members of the observation teams could request a
hell master or Section President
to stop the procedure.
The observer teams will soon
turn In evaluations along with
two pledges from each Section to
ISC President, Dave Foy and advisor, Jim Stoll. The two men
will then form their own evaluation of the inductions.

Chavez9 boycott speech
pie were killed. Chavez hopes
that the UFW's
will
educate their enemies, winning

:.

Hell Week was overseen by the
College administration. The induction proceedings not only fol-

MORE ON

continued from page one
year, according to
Last
Chavez's estimates, over 5,000
UFW supporters were arrested,
more than 200 were beaten by
Teamster "goons" and two peo- -

resent the mental and emotional

"

one-to-o- ne

Seventh Section wos one of five sections participating in
this year's hell week.

--

harassment; some resent it all;
some don't mind it at all. Whatever the case, if they decide to
stick It out to the end, most
look back on It as a worthwhile
experience."
Tie climax to the week also
varied;'
several sections had
ceremonies while others at the
same
time concluded with

ng

'

-

The pledges' reaction to pres:
sures varies. According to the
same hell master, "Some resent
the' physical harassment; some
"

--

Church tells
about Easter
special services

The Easter congregation of
Wsstmlnster Church will
into a thoudand
voice choir this Sunday morning
as director Chet Alwes leads the
worshippers In G.F. Handel's
Hallelujah Chorus" at the conclusion of the 10:30 a.m.. service.
Copies of the four-pa- rt
score
from Handel's MESSIAH will be
available to everyone.
The Easter celebration will
begin on the roof of McGaw Chapel
at 10:15 a.m. with the sounding
of the shophar before the people
process lnslde,slnglngPrepare
Ye the Way of the Lord" from
the rock musical GODS PELL. J.
Barrle Shepherd's sermon title
will be "Go to Galilee".
Easter will also be observed
with a Sunrise Service oa the
McGaw, roof at 7:00 a.m.
In
the event, of Inclement weather
.this service will be held in
.
McGaw's Lowry Chapel.
Following theJS un r i s e service, worshippers are Invited to
breakfast together in Taeusch
Faculty Lounge at 8:30 a.m. At
9:30 students and townspeople
will reconvene at McGaw to begin
Easter caroling around campus.
There Is a Good Friday service this evening at McGaw at
7:00 p.m. Westminster Church,
will provide the musical setting
for a liturgy of dramatic dialog.
be-transform-

ed

.

Farm Bureau President

Schnell claims 'discrimination by UFW

only for the state of California. for monetary reasons, but they
Schnell said the workers should the secondary boycott.
have to go through the same chanSchnell
also said no people sufdecide "unencumbered and un In- V A good deal of controversy
killed In nels to sell their products as
He feels the only erupted over the statement that fered injury or were 1973
T.anngH Sohnoll nrosldent nf timidated."
from do the large farms. The small
1971,
or
1970,
either
legisla"
the Ohio Farm Bureau, spoke at way they can make such a the U,F.W. opposed the
farms must also have the label
pesticides.
of the secret ballot
a pit stop on Monday, April 8. decision is by secret ballot. So tion becauseAccording
on
their products to sell them.
averaged
Wages, Schnell said,
to Schnell,
far, he said, "no elections have provision.
He explained the growers' viewmajor point throughSchnell's
These
around
$6.44lnCallfornla.
workers
point concerning the United Farm been fair, secret, or objective." Chavez saldihe farmenough
stop
was the workers
pit
out
the
not
for workers, Schnell said, were
continued to stress his were not sophisticated
government
should be the
and
the
workers' stanu on we secuauai-- -, Schnell
not
did
He
migrant
workers.
point by saying the growers have a secret ballot, and that they don't
lettuce boycott. Schnell svtiIn determingroups.
Involved
only
patd
might
be
allow
that
workers
Tom
democracy
Is.
martzed his position and that of Insisted on legislation for the know what amember of the
not
ing
or
the workers
whether
Ohio
In
and
states.
other
less
audgo union, and tf so which
the growers by saying, "The secret ballot which the U.F.W. Burns, a
should
questioned
this
ience, severely
n;
They has opposed.
growers are not
union. Schnell said an arbiter
During the course of the disstatement, as dia Bruce Arnold.
want a better way for their
would be a necessity to settle
pinned
down
was
Schnell
cussion,
A discussion between Burns and
However, Schnell does disworkers to be represented."
disputes, but that the growers
pesticides,
of
on
the
issues
none
which
tinguish
between strikes and Arnold followed, in
should not be Involved. The
of
opportunities
wages,
and
the
anyThe real problem, as Schnell boycotts. Strikes, he said, serve of the participants settled
decision should be made between
incorpor--ate- d
small
farmers
vers"s
thing.
to give the worker equal barviews it, is the "unacceptable"
the workers and the government,
many
that
farms. He said
The issues of wages and pestimethods of making a decision. gaining power with the managewithout outside Influence,
incorporated
were
small
farms
up
in the
ment. For the workers to strike cides were also brought
He feels that the secondary boymaintained
Schnell
cott Is Illegal, In that the farm during harvest time Is unfair to discussion.
MORE ON
harmworkers are the only Industry the grower, Schnell said. The that DDT was not proven
pesticide
an
effective
not under the labor relations ; legislation he suggested would ful, and Is
create an arbiter In the Farm which should be used. He said
law prohibiting boycotts; imBoard, guarantee only two people were killed from
moral, In that It discriminates Relations
the use of pesticides in 1972,
against innocent individuals, like secret ballot elections, and prosolvlng"and aiding the poor and
of whom was a farm work- -' continued from page one
grower
a
neither
against
strike
tect
.ther
consumers, not directly Involved
unemployed. "
er killed after coming in contact
at harvest time. It would proIn the dispute, and that the boyGwen McCutcheon hud been a
accidentally
drank
One
DDT.
with
the
give
ways
to
J. Barrle Shepherd, who Intervide' other
cott discriminates against workstudent at the College, but withoperating
was
Gwen M ;Cutcheon In jail
the
some,
other
viewed
final
power.
result
The
worker
join
want
to
not
either
do
who
ers
In
November,
as
a
senior
drew
were
sprayer.
explained that accordstatistics
a
These
to
outlaw
17,
March
of this legislation is
union.
She previously came to ing to her "the whole thing was
1973.
student attention when she apmeant only as a publicity stunt.
pealed through the VOICE for Dr. Shepherd commented that
co-opfunds to fight a possession of he believed the three to be very
marijuana charge against herfrustrated, mixed --up people who
self and Cooper In Mississippi. did a very' foolish thing, but
Carol Holmes was a sophomore not vicious or hostile people;
at the College, but had announced he does pot condone their actions.
Intention to take a leave of but believes tney neea tne xove
her
InThe Wooster Community by a large number of Interested about folk music, festivals,
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struments, and recordings. In
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8 to 4 to Ashland

V

loses
Lacrosse
team
opener
MSMliiHl
carried the game to the Ashland

by !Ced Loughrldge
Wo(NEWS SERVICES)
oster College lacrojseteambegan
Its 1974 re pilar campaign on a
sour note here Saturday by dropping

an

8- -4

extremely

decision' to an
physical Ashland

team.
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Ernlltz as a result of a fast
break. Wooster's Mike Henty
evened the contest at the 8:14
mark as he bouaced the ban off
of Ashland goalie Joel Susano
and Into the nets.

Within the next two minutes
Ajhland put two more scores
Woon the board and led 2.
oster ended the first quarter
scoring with 14:37 gone as fresh- man Rob Rutan fired the ban
4--

from 20 yards directly In front
of the goal right by the startled
Susano.

For application ana turthar

information, prion

The Fighting Scots came out
strong in the opening period with
junior Jim Robinson tallying the
first Wooster goal of the season
season with 2:49 gon In the
game. The Eagles,hvver, then
began to dominate the game, with
most of the contest being played
In the Seots end of the field.
Ashland scored Its first goal
at the 6:50 mark and then went
ahead at 7:15 on a goal by Rich

746-238- 0

The second quarter was a defensive struggle characterlzedby
aggressive play by both squads.
Wooster goalie John Copeland
picked up nine of his twenty-tw- o
saves In Jie second, quarter,
some being spectacular saves
off his chest and stick. Cope-lanoutstanding play kept the
Scots within reach of the Eagles.
After the Intermfeslon, the
Scots looked to have taken the
momentum away from the Eagles
as they outhustled Ashland and
d's

or write.

Euromcd. Ltd.

-

170 OH Giuatry
Mittata. H.V. tISOl

half of the field. With 1:33 gone,
senior Scott Anderson tied the
game by bouncing the ball through
from the right side of the goal.
As quickly as the Scots gained
their momentum, however, Ashland took It away. The first
time the Eagles got the ball Into
the Wooster end of the field In
the second 'half, they scored.
John Blulano picked up the score
with 3:42 gone. Seven seconds
later, the ball was back tn the
Scot net as Ashland controlled
the ensuing faceoff and Jeff Dunning fired the ball at Copeland,
who blocked It, only to have It

J

Hour: Mon. thru Thur. 9:30

to 5:30
Friday and Saturday Night Till 9
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COMPLETE STOCKS

By Glenn

Forbes

The Indians opened their
season last Saturday in New
The temperature
York.
was about 45 degrees and
the day was overcast, perfect baseball weather.
Those kind of days, along
with rainy ones are pretty
common in April which is
why, I guess, that's when
baseball season starts.
Some people have suggested that the season not open
until May, but obviously

they don't understand the
benefits of opening in April.
April weather is especially good for the players.
Not only do they enjoy the
cold and rain that April
brings especially to the
northern cities, it is also
good for pitchers

arms,

outfielders' footing, and
batters hands. Just ask

Tom Seaver. The fans love

Men's & Women's
Clothing

and
Furnishings

laduiicg

cotton itenUn flam rift
or zipper stylis.

tsttsa frost

pa rk. I once had the privilege of attending an April
game in New York, at night,
and I will never forget it.
Starting the - season in
April is also good for the

D
D
D

two Insurance goals In the final,

quarter.

Coach Pat O'Brien cited failure to clear the ban as the
main reason for the loss. The
Scots failed to clear the ban 24

with the

loss, as

new

D

A

accomplishments

more-go-aroun-

Last Monday night at a

the privilege of watching
one of the great moments
.

of sports history. As soon

as the ball left the bat I
that Babe Ruth's
career home run mark had
knew

been eclipsed.
After riie extensive cere-

monies before the game,

there was hardly anything
Hank Aaron could do but hit
the record -- breaking hom-

er, and he did. The opposing pitcher, Al Downing,
him a good pitch to
Sive
t, but didn't, in my opinion, intentionally throw
a vfaf- pitch. All the
credit belongs to Henry
Aaron.
Although Aaron's other

It's original. The hottest sticker

on the market.

A beautiful 4 x 12

International Advertising Agency
3723 Catherine Street
Shreveport, Louisiana 71109

(Dealer Inquirer Wcteeme)

STATE DISTRIBUTORS WANTED
Special Pricts in 1,000 Lots

ber

it'

have

been mentioned quite often
lately, I think they deserve
at least one

little before nine o'clock
I was, as Fm sure many
of you were, in front of a
television set and I had

sticker in four colors and
the first and original keep on streaking stickers.
Send 50 to:
0

0

--

season, hoping that more
fans will get a chance to
see games rather than being turned away at the gate.
And to think some congressmen would like to
limit baseball season to
four months! Then they'd
probably have to start in
May and what a tragedy
that would
be.
a
e

D

D

The Fighting Scots go after
their, first win of the year Wednesday as they travel to Bowling:
Green to take on the always
tough Falcons. Said O'Brien,
"Bowling Green was the division champ last year and they
should be another tough game.

sellouts, support this long

8

0

of 73.3.

he said, MI didn't think we looked
too bad. We had plenty of effort

a

n
0

hit-

al-.lo- wed

times while succeeding only 14
times. Two Ashland scores were
directly caused by falling to clear
the bail from the Wooster half of
the field.
The coach was not altogether
disappointed

best

ting games I have seen.
O'Brien praised the work of
Copeland in the goal. "John had
an excellent game and had a
couple of unbelievable saves.
Copeland had 22 saves and
8 goals for a percentage

all Ashland needed and they added

ILOOK AT THIS!

0 It's

a

D

Bt3BHqHHBqHnnaBBBI

best month of the season
for getting out to the ball

game itself. The owners,
in response to consistent

OF

and It was one of the

Sports, Society, and Aaron

it, too. April seems the

Store

trickle Into the goal.
These two quick scores were

.

d.

He has a career,
average
of .318, he
batting
has 6,000 total bases, as of
Monday night he holds the
National League record for
most career runs and he
threatens to break Major
League records for most
career hits and most games
played before this season
is . out. In f acv of the
twelve major batting records in baseball he is expected to hold six; byLthe
time he retires. The man
also has been an excellent
fielder and base runner
during his long career. He
may be the best
baseball player in history.
Yet he is a quiet and
very determined man. Rather than seeking headlines
with his mouth, he
has
all-aro-

always

und

sought them with

his bat and glove. He has
never until the last few
years been regarded as one
of the Braves great power
hitters, he has always
seemed to be playing in the
shadow of someone like
Eddie Matthews or Joe
All the while Henry
Aaron has been quietly doing his job.
He has a ' beautiful and
seemingly
effortless
swing, maybe the most
Ad-co- ck.

classic of all time. Ron
Swaboda, formerly of the
miracle Mets, den in

training camp with the
Braves, said, "He does
so effortlessly what I work
so hard at trying to do.
Although we are forced
to compare Ruth and Aaron
because of the record, it
really isn't fair to either
of them. The game was
very different fifty years
ago. Babe Ruth helped revolutionize the game and he
deserves his due, but so
does Henry Aaron. .When
Hank leaves baseball at the
end of this seasonthegame
will certainly miss him.

.'
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Scbtties open April 18

FLAIR TRAVEL
CONSULTANTS

Women's lacrosse now varsity sport
goals. Heading the list Is her .Midwest Lacrosse Tournament
hope that "everyone who comes win be held May 18 in Delaware,
r's
play for
out learns something, whether Ohio.
athletes begins with Midthey've had twelve years of exteam
perience or no experience." An west selections for all-st- ar
advocate of the team as a close play. Last year. Mar jo Forbysh
unit, Chambers' next hope is that was chosen for the Midwest n
team spirit will develop, and team, while Brenda Meese and
participants will be able to work Mellnda Weaver were named to
MtdwesH.
with each unselfishly.
Women's lacrosse Is essentially
Her third goal of having two
sport, with no body- a
teams has already been met
An ample number' of women
turned oat to fill the squads. Her
foarth goal Is for a winning

by Janet Smelts
Women's lacrosse has finally
been elevated to vanity status
this year, and there are prospects for a good season.
The team worked throughout
winter .quarter, holding Sunday
clinics. New faces even appeared focjthe first day of spring
practice. Coach Robin Chambers
is thrilled with the turnout. With
the fine returnees plus the new
raw material" she has to work
with, the Wooster women may
ultimately prove Invincible.
As far as Coach Chambers Is
concerned, "Everyone belongs
out there. No previous experience Is required - only desire.'

non-cont-

For her first spring season
here, the coach has set lour

19-2-

.

By Janet Smeltz

not check out the Hard courts

this afternoon

at

4:00?

The Wooster women'stennls
team win be out to win their
first match of the season, taking
e
effort.
on Hiram In
The Scotties carry a seven-womteam, with three singles
players and two doubles teams.

-
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EAST BOWMAN ST.
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Last Saturday, amid the cold

' and

wind, Kent State nosed out
the Scot golfers for a victory
In the 1974 Wooster Classic
comers Joan Doer e ma.Mary K.U. finished with a team total
Koastan, and Janet Smeltz. Other of 394 and Wooster with 396.
notables who could compose the
The course was in pretty good
team are sophomores Debbie shape for the first week of April
Culp, Debbie Falls, Kay Meeker, and the greens were character- and freshman Wendy Calloway. . tstlcally fast. Mike MorraU led
Wind and rain have kept the Kent State with a 77; Mike Long
team Inside on a few occasions and Curt Samson contributed a 78
The Wooster netters and 79 respectively for the win, so far.
will play eleven matches this ners. Medalist John Kneen led
year, among them two
the Scots with a 74; Mike Mc- Seven out of the eleven meets t Xeon shot a 78, Steve Bamberger
: will h held dn.the home courts.
a
wiute onyuer oi u
'f1a happy advantage. Tough Oppost' Wiles an 84.
re
tton win be coming from Ohio ,Coac4 Bob Nye said that
Wesleyan, Wittenberg, Denlson,
strong
pretty
look
golfers
and Ken'. State. ; The Scotties this year, although- they don't
play In a highly competl-yet have their competitive edge.
tlve league, which win be an He commented that the team
aid In preparing for the state would get stronger as the seatournament to be held In May. son- moves along, and that
Twenty-si- x
teams win vie for top
Bamberger, and Snyder
honors this year, and Wooster are strong enough to pick up the
should be In the running
slack left by last year's three
"We are out to better last graduating seniors.
year's 6- -4 record!" states a As defending OAC champs, the
determined Dr. Sexton. An In- Scots are on top and the rest of
dications are that the Scotties the teams are out to get them.
can, and win, do Just that.
Their most serious competition
win probably come from Wlten-ber- g,
Kenyon,and Ohio Wesleyan.
trl-mee-

--

Sophomore Maryi Eaalall commands thI mxraberf'helngle
spot
Out 'of ten. matches last
year, Mary only lost bae, and
she finished fourth In the state
tournament. Rounding out the
singles prospects are two other
able returnees, sophomore Carol
H&hn and senior Diana Westeott.
Coach Maria Sexton has a
wealth of doubles prospects to
choose from. The turnout for
1

tennis practices has been a big
one, which pleases the coach,
and she Is currently on the lookout for "sleepers". Coach Sexton
win pick her doubles and new

ts.

.

solved.

Although the Scots won only

two of eight road encounters. It
appears that Welsh can start the
Ohio season with a sound defensive club. The key move was
Installing freshman Dave

Gorsuch at shortstop.
Gorsuen was so impressive
afield and at bat that Welsh was
able to move Denny Zelters to
centerfleld, giving the team a
solid look up the middle. Pat
McLaughlin has already established himself as one of the
standout Ohio Conference catchers and second sacker Dan Taylor
led last year's team with a .393
batting mark.
Fancy fielding Mark Bullock

Im

-

Me-Ke-

,

has the edge at first base and
Rick Hopkins is set at third.
Both are lettermen. Senior captain Denny Porr took over the
right field post on the southern
trip and played wen
Jeff Whetzel, stepped Into the
left field spot and handled the
position to Welsh's satisfaction.
The designated hitter Is stlU
mdeelded with Don Beckett appealing to have the edge.
Three freshmen hurlers gave
a good account of themselves.
Rangy BUI Koine, a righthander,
0,
and seems
lost a
OAC acconsiderable
of
assured
Another rlghtle, John
tion.
Zasadnl and southpaw Frank Ptak
also looked good. The latter could
.be Woosters top lefty of the
past decade.
The Scots win open their home
season Saturday when Mt. Union
comes In for a twlnbin.
two-hitt- er,

1--

.

1

Woo-ste-

home from South
Coach Roger Welsh Journeyed
soutn two weeks ago to seek some
answers He has now returned
to home base confident that several of his problems have been

v.-v-

7,

return

,

30-mln-

346

-

the-hom-

-

act

Kent State
nips golfers
in classic

season. '.
The Scotties' 1974 schedule
splits home and away play evenly,
four games apiece. Team representatives and the coach will
participate In a lacrosse weekend
The
in Michigan. April 0.

Girls' tennis season opens
today; Scotties host Hiram
Why

Woo-ste-

Post-seas- on

.

checking allowed. Only the goalie
wears protective equipment. The
field's size Is determined by
natural boundaries, making speed
and endurance necessary traits
continIn the face of
uously played halves. A team Is
composed of twelve women.
Toughest competition for the
Wooster squad win come from
Ohio University, a team which
lost only two outings last year.
Wooster and OU clash twice
this year; the first meeting win
be Woosters first home game,
on Saturday April 22.
Coach Chambers and her team
make their debut April 18 at
Kenyon. Enthusiasm manifested
by both coach and team should
be enough to keep a high tide of
confidence
and
competency
throughout the rigorous schedule.
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1974 EUROPE TRAVEL- PROGRAM
(Reslon VII)

Spontond by thi AtMclttlon of Colleji Unions Int.
FLIGHTS AVAILABLE:
BmiunTBIB
mmmmtM.
ROUNDTRIP
TO MADRID, MALAGA, BARCELONA

-

From New York, Washington, or Montreal
or Columbus
From Detroit. Dayton. Cleveland
.
(Via New Vork or Washington)
(SPAIN)
MALAGA
AND
MADRID
TO
,
YOUTH FARES
From DetroitWindsor vis Montreal
From Montreal
note that youth fares are valid only from Canada, and

smq
W-- 00
w

$
" "

J249;oo
"

that the age limits
Please
return
dates.
with open
are 12 to 23 years. Tickets are valid for one year
association, of which this
The above flights are only available to members of the
college is one.
at the STUDENT ACTIVITIES
Travel brochure, and booking form, are available
campus.
OFFICE or STUDENT UNION OFFICE on the

CHOICE DATES AVAILABLE FOR EARLY BOOKERS!
FIRST COME - - - FIRST SERVED.
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VOICE

presents a small miracle:
the HP-6-5 fully programmable pocket-size- d
computer calculator.S.
Hewtett-F&cka- nl

Gome in and try it
is the only fully progranv
The HP-6computer calculator
mable pocket-size- d
in the world that lets you write, edit,'
and record your programs on
5

magnetic cards.
The
of

also lets you use hundreds
programs from
Each comes with

HP-6- 5

pre-record- ed

Hewlett-Packar- d.
easy-to-follo-

-

instructions.

w

And, the

HP-6- 5

keyboard-operate-

with 51

"

s

i

H"

I

i

is a powerful

calculator

d
pre-programm-

'

ed

functions and operations. -

CD

makes
me most advanced pocket-sue- d
$
computer cakiifcitors in the world f
Hewlett-Packar-

d

CD CD

V

?

.

jS

-

Other Hewlett - Packard Models:
HP-3-

$295.00
$395.00
S $395.00

5

HP-- 45
HP-8-

0

"

Texas Instrument
SRIO

--

$ 89.95

SRI

--

$109.95
$139.95
$ 69.95
$ 79.95
$139.95

I

SR20
i-2510

TI-35-

T

00

1--

400

-T-

Texas Instruments

Texas Instruments
electronic

electronic sfide rule calculator

side rule cdaJatpr
SR-T-

SR-K- D

1

Fully portable, slide rule calculator. Easy to operate, the SR-1- 0
allows most calculations possible ith classical basic slide rules,
d
accuracy.
but with
split-secon-

Rechargeable

operation. AC
batteries for
adaptercharger included to charge batteries and operate calculator from household outlet. A switch is provided on the AC adaptercharger to permit operation on 50Hz220V power.

Portable slide rule calculator with constant and n (Pi). Per
forms most calculations possible with basic classical slide rules.
so includes, constant switch tor multiplication and division of
lumbers by a constant Value of n to 8 significant digits
(3.1415927) simplifies computations. The
utilizes the same
Dwer source and display as the

Ni-C- ad

SR-1- 1

SR-1-

0.

The Florence 0 Wilson bookstore
Lowry

Cenfei

low-co- st

